New West Indian Guide 91 (2017) prose and poems and Apollinaire's Calligrammes. Why didn't they go further in their experiment with layout? Damas probably intended to be much bolder, but his publishers cut his aspirations short as they would have involved producing deluxe editions. Writing poetry that would serve as a "plaque commémorative" for the deceased, Damas relied on Guy Lévis Mano. Unfortunately, G.L.M. was his publisher only twice, and due to the attacks launched against Pigments and Retour de Guyane, Damas might have been intimidated or even rejected by his first publisher for Graffiti and Névralgies. He then turned to more prestigious but less innovative publishers such as Pierre Seghers. Although famous for his protective and mediatory role for poets in the Resistance, foreigners, and non-Francophone voices, Seghers was actually fairly conventional when it came to the "typosphere." G.L.M. was primarily a typographer and graphic designer fascinated by the latest fonts and their use in editorial design. The effect of changes in font and size has indeed remained a poor area of Damas criticism.
While Noland explores a wealth of material, one wishes that she had not limited her examples to the Notebook and a few well-known poems from Damas's first collection; Black-Label (published by Gallimard in 1956) would have offered plenty of interesting material. Indeed, it is here that Damas explores different fonts for certain words (like "scandal," written in English). The book's appendix offers Noland's translation of several of Damas's poems. Yet translations of the Pigments collection are already available (by Conroy Kennedy, Alexandra Lillehey, and Femi Ojo-Ade). Chapter 5 takes us back to the famous debate opposing Césaire to Louis Aragon, the "Red Front" to the "Black Front," the old debate about style and realism already to be found in René Ménil's plea against Léonard Sainville and Joseph Zobel's naturalism and "populism." In contrast to Édouard Glissant's plea for opacity, Aragon believed poetry should be transparent and prose descriptive in order to serve the masses. This is precisely what Caribbeans like René Depestre rejected, relying instead on magical realism. All in all, this is a remarkable piece of scholarship that brings up the tensions and contradictions between writers coming from various parts of the French Empire and publishing at a time that was rife with paradoxes.
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